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1. Introduction 
^ —\ 
HORECA (Hogcr-Onderwijr^cactor-"Elcmemaiy^€oTC Analysis is developed at ffil DELFT for quick j 

i analysis of power distribution, burnup and safety for the HOR. It can be used for the manual search of a better J 
; loading of the reactor. HORECA is based on the Perm State Fuel Management Package [4^-Sfand uses the I 
| MCRAC code included in this package as a calculation engine. (•.,.-. , ' 

The library of macroscopic cross sections with their burnup dependence (the ADD file) is prepared using the 
SCALE [3] system. The AMPX-master library [2] containing evaluated fine group neutron cross sections data 
is processed by BONAMI and NTTAWL [31 codes for resonance treatment. A produced AMPX-working library 
is treated by XSDRNPM [3| and after OCTAGEN [3] post processing a CITATION f 1] library of neutron 
cross sections collapsed in 2 energy groups for 6 sets of different fuel bumups is obtained. Separate sets for 
reflector materials, namely for beryllium oxide, beryllium metal and water are formed. 

CITATION editing option was used to calculate the macroscopic cross sections for arbitrarily chosen at 
different burnups. but real reactor elements with the known nuclide densities. Generally the difference between 
two sets of this data, corresponding to two neighboured burnups can be made small enough to compute inter
mediate cross sections by linear approach. We have chosen a difference of approximately 5% of the element 
bumup as sufficient for our purposes. Sets for fresh and 60% burned cross sections are available for control 
elements completely withdrawn from the core. For the intermediate burnup values the cross sections are ob
tained by linear interpolation. Two separate sets of the cross sections for the control rods completely inserted 
are prepared and used in the analogous manner. 

Interpolation coefficients for the cross sections sets are calculated manually and by means of processing utility 
BUILDADD are converted into the ADD file {ref. to LEOPARD [4] and MCRAC [5]). 

An ASCII library of the nuclide densities in the CONHOR [6] format is used to refer to the elements, available 
in the stock and potentially loaded into the core by a user. Such organisation gives a possibility to use accurate 
description of the fuel containing elements provided by CONHOR in the elementary bumup and safety 
analysis, performed by HORECA. 

Safety analysis includes a criticaliry calculation for eight model situations at the beginning of the cycle. They 
are: all the control rods completely withdrawn and fully inserted, and 6 possible combinations, when two rods 
are fully inserted and the other two are withdrawn. 

A bumup calculation is performed for the cycle corresponding to the chosen loading configuration and in
cludes determination of fractional power distribution, thermal and fast flux distributions, bumup distributions 
at the beginning and at the end of the cycle. 
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2. Installation 

2.1. System requirements 

For using HORECA, you need at least the following configuration: 

. a 80386 processor with coprocessor 

. a VGA screen (color or monochrome) 
• a mouse 
. 514 K free memory 
. a printer 

2.2. Necessary files 

To run HORECA properly, you need the following files: 

HORECA.EXE 
HORECA.PRN 
MCRAC1RI.EXE 
HELVB.FON 
TMSRB.FON 
HOR.ADD 

You can install these files by copying them from HORECA disk #1 directory RUNTIME to your own directory. 
Furthermore, you'll need one or more element library files. These are library files in the same format as used 
by the CONHOR program. 

2.3. Printers 

For burnup analysis, you need a printer, because output is written directly to printer. Most printers need to be 
initialised by writing a string of special characters to it, before the box drawing characters needed for drawing 
the core grid can be printed. You can define up to seven printers by editing file "HORECA. PRN". One printer 
record consist of three lines: the first line contains the printer name (maximal 10 characters) contained in 
quotes, the second line contains the printer initialisation string (maximal 50 characters) contained in quotes 
and the third line contains the printer line width in characters. For example, the definition of a standard ASCII 
printer like an Epson FX-80, which needs no initialisation string and has a line width of 80 characters, will 
look like this: 

"ASCII" 
ff If 

80 

At start-up time, HORECA reads this file and puts all printer names in a menu. The default printer is the first. 
You can set another printer by selecting it's name from the printer menu. 

2 
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3. Calculating with HORECA 

3.1. Starting and stopping HORECA 

The simplest w-j. to start HORECA is by typing HORECA at the DOS prompt It is, however, possible to set 
some initial settings by means of command line arguments. The syntax of the complete HORECA command is: 

HORECA [/L[ibrary)=<library f i l e name>] [ /Cy[c le ] -<cyc le number>] 
| /C[onf ig] ^ c o n f i g u r a t i o n f i l e naroe>] 

Library file name: Name of element library; 
Cycle number: Cycle number in fermat YYQQ, e.g. 9201; 
Configuration file name: Cycle configuration file name. 

To exit HORECA, move the mouse cursor to the "Exit" button and press the left mouse button. 

3.2. Using menus, screen buttons and dialogue boxes 

HORECA is completely mouse driven; communicating with the program is done by selecting options from a 
menu and pressing screen buttons. 

To select an option from the main menu, move the mouse cursor to the desired option and click the left mouse 
button. To select an option from a sub menu, move the mouse cursor to the main menu option that opens the 
sub menu. Click this option and then click the desired option from the sub menu, or press the left mouse button 
and hold it down while moving the mouse cursor to the desired option and then release it. 

To press a screen button, move the mouse cursor to the desired button and click the left mouse button. Be sure 
to release the mouse button with the mouse cursor still at the same screen button, otherwise the click will be 
ignored. 

To allow the user to change values, like the cycle number, global values etc., dialogue boxes arc used. The text 
and the values in these boxes can be edited using the keyboard. The following special keys are defined: 

<HOME>: Go to begin of string 
<END> t Go to end of string 
<LEFT>: Move one position to the left 
<BIGHT>: Move one position to the right 
<DELETE>: Delete character under cursor 
<B ACKSPACE> : Delete character left of cursor 
<CTRL+END>: Delete to end of string 
<ENTER>: Exit editing 

Clicking the mouse's right button has no effect. Clicking the mouse's left button with the mouse cursor in the 
same box repositions cursor, clicking in another box moves cursor to that box, clicking a screen button will 
activate that button. 

Most values that appear in dialogue boxes have an upper and a lower boundary. When a value is entered, 
greater than the upper boundary resp, less than the lower boundary, at exit the value is reset to the upper resp. 
lower boundary. 

3 
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3.3. Setting file names and cycle number 

Before you can start a calculation or edit a configuration, some basic information should be fed into the 
program: The cycle number, the reactor element library name and the configuration file name. This can be 
done in two ways: You can define one or more of the three items when starting the program (see paragraph 
"Starting HORECA") or you can define them all using the menu. 

To define or change the library file name, select "Filea" from the main menu and click "Element f i l e " 
in the sub menu. Type the element library name in the appearing dialogue box. Click the OK-button with the 
mouse or press <ENTBR>. To define or change the cycle configuration file name, select "Fi les" from the 
main menu again and click "Config f i l e " in the sub menu. Type the configuration file name in the 
appearing dialogue box. Click the OK-button with the mouse or press <ENTER>. 

To define or change the cycle number, select "Cycle" from the main menu to open the cycle sub menu and 
click "change" in the sub menu. Type the cycle number in the appearing dialogue box. Click the OK-button 
with the mouse or press <ENTER>. If you just want to move to the next or previous cycle, select "Cycle" from 
the main menu and click "Next" or "Previous" in the appearing sub menu. 

3.4. Using configuration files and cycles 

With HORECA it is possible to create different configurations for one cycle by using more than one configura
tion file. A configuration file contains one or more cycle configurations. This way, you can analyse different 
configurations with the same burnup data, without having to delete a previously analysed configuration and 
cluster sets of related configurations. 

Within one file, you can copy the current cycle to another: select "Cycle" from the main menu and click 
"Copy" in the sub menu. Type the destination cycle number in the appearing dialogue box and click the 0.<-
button with the mouse or press <ENTER>. The current cycle configuration will be copied to the specified cycle, 
overwriting a previously defined configuration for that cycle. This way, you can create the configuration for the 
next cycle by changing the configuration for the current cycle a little. 

3.5. Changing global values 

For creating the MCRAC input file, assumptions are made concerning certain input values. These values are: 
the reflector size at four sides of the core, the number of mesh points in the reflector at four sides of the core, 
the number of mesh points per grid position, axial buckling, reactor power level, total produced energy in one 
cycle and the amount of :35U loaded. 

To change these values, move the mouse cursor lo the "Global data" option in the main menu and click 
the left mouse button. A window with dialogue boxes opens. Move the mouse cursor to the desired dialogue 
box and press the left mouse button You can now edit the value using the keyboard. When you finished 
editing, you can either click the "close" button, which stores the new values and removes the edit window, or 
the "Cancel" button, which restores the old values and removes the edit window. Clicking the "Defaults" 
button results in all values being set to their defaults. 

Note, that increasing the number of mesh points may cause MCRAC to run out of memory, thus returning the 
error message "MCRAC calculation not completed". For further information on MCRAC input files, refer to 
MCRAC [51. 

3.6. Editing a configuration 

When library name, configuration file name and cycle number are defined, you can start editing a configura
tion by clicking the "Configuration" button in the main screen On the screen, a core grid and a stock 
rectangle appear. The configuration is drawn in the grid, the remaining elements are in the grid. If not all 
remaining element fit into the stock rectangle, a scroll bar appears at the right of the rectangle. 

4 
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Elements can be moved from one position to the other, from core to stock or from stock to core with the "drag 
and drop" method: M o « the mouse cursor to the desired clement and press the left mouse button. Hold it 
down while moving the mouse cursor to the element's new position. At the new position, release the mouse 
button. HORECA checks on correctness: you can not drop a rod clement or a reflector element at positions C3. 
C5, E3 and E5, because they are control rod positions. Equivalently, you can drop a control element only at 
these positions. Further, if you move an element back to stock, you only need to drop it somewhere in the 
vicinity of the stock rectangle; HORECA automatically positions the element in it's alphabetical position and 
redraws the stock. 

If there are too many stock elements to fit into the stock rectangle, a scroll bar appears at the right of the stock 
rectangle. The dark gray bar cursor inside the light gray bar represents the displayed elements as related to the 
whole stock. You can scroll the stock by dragging and dropping the cursor, by clicking the bar above or below 
the cursor which causes the stock to scroll one page or by clicking the arrow buttons at the bar ends, which 
causes the stock to scroll one element. 

A configuration can be printed by clicking the "Print" button (be sure a printer is attached to your computer: 
unfortunately the program will come to an unexpected halt if you don't). When you ate finished editing, you 
can either click "Cancel" to discard all changes and return to the main screen or click "Close" to save all 
changes in the configuration file, overwriting the old configuration, and return to the main screen. 

3.7. Calculation 

When library name, configuration file name and cycle number are defined, a calculation can be performed: 
click the "Calculate" button in the main screen. A selection window appears, from which you can select 
"Burnup a n a l y s i s " , "Safety a n a l y s i s " or "Cancel". 

If you choose "Burnup a n a l y s i s " . HORECA will start a MCRAC calculation for a complete cycle, 
calculating burnup, fractional power, fast flax and thermal flux for all fuel elements at beginning of cycle and 
al end of cycle. Configuration sheets with these values will be printed when the calculation is finished. Note: 
be sure a (network) printer is attached to LPT1: When the calculation starts, a "cancel" button appears on 
the screen. You can omit printing by clicking this button. Note: Because MCRAC is a separate program, 
started from HORECA. the calculation will not be aborted when clicking the "Cancel" button, nor will you 
see the button being pressed. The button click is processed only then when MCRAC has ended. 

If you choose "Safety a n a l y s i s " . HORECA starts a series of MCRAC calculations with different control 
rod configurations. For each configuration, only one step is computed, rendering Ketreaive at the beginning of 
the cycle. When the calculation starts, a "Cancel" button appears on the screen. If you click this button, the 
current calculation will be finished, after which the calculation stops. Note: Because MCRAC is a separate 
program, started from HORECA. you will not see the button being pressed. The button click is processed only 
then when MCRAC has ended. When calculation is finished (cancelled or completed), the "cancel" button is 
replaced by a "Print" and a "close" button. You can print the calculated values by clicking the "Print" 
button. Clicking the "Close" button brings you back in the main screen. 

5 
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Appendix A: List of files 

Disk #1: Runtimt fik«, convtrsion programs, •xampte filts, documentation: 

\DOC 
KORECA.WS1 

\CONVERT 
BVILDADD.EXE 

\BXAMPLES 
CS.SSS 
C90Q3.CON 
C90Q2.LIB 
C9003.LIB 

\RUNTIME 
HOR.ADD 
HORBCA.EXE 
MCRACIRI.EXE 
HELVB.FON 
TMSRB.FON 
HORECA.PRH 

Disk #2: Program files 

\CONVBRT 
BUILDADD.FOR 
BUILDADD.INC 

\HORECA 
COHHOR.BAT 
LINKHOR.BAT 
HORBAR.CMN 
HORBOX.CMN 
HORBUTT.CHN 
HORCYCLE.CMN 
HORGLOB.CMN 
HORMENUS.CMN 
HORPRINT.CMN 
HORVAL.CHN 
HELVB.FON 
TMSRB.FON 
HOR CALC.FOR 
HOR^CYCL.FOR 
HOR ERR.FOR 
HOR~EXIT.F0R 
HOR GLOB.FOR 
HOR^IHIT.FOR 
HOR MENU.FOR 
HOR'PRN.FOR 
HOR SCRN.FOR 
HORÉCA.FOR 
HOR CNS.INC 
HOR~TYP.INC 
HORECA.PRJ 
SPAWN.FD 
SPAWN.FI 

\MCRAC 
COHRAC.BAT 
LINKRAC.BAT 
ABC.CHN 
BASIC.CMN 
BATCOS.CMN 
CONROD.CMN 
COOR.CHN 
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COSLIB.CMN 
COST.CMN 
CXSDAT.CMN 
CYCLES.CMN 
DOUBLE.CMN 
HSMCOM.CMN 
HYH.CMN 
INPCOM.CMN 
KAY.CMN 
MSHCOM.CMN 
ND.CMN 
PASSCY.CMN 
RELOAD.CMN 
TROB.CMN 
XENON.CMN 
ZM.CMN 
MCRACO.FOR 
MCRAC1.FOR 
MCRAC2.FOR 
MCRAC3.FOR 
MCRAC4.FOR 
MCRAC5.F0R 
MCRAC6.FOR 
MCRAC7.FOR 
HCRAC8.FOR 
MCRAC9.FOR 
MCRAC.PRJ 

7 
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Appendix B: Source code overview 

B.I. Global constants 

Throughout the whole program, constants are used, e.g. screen colors, screen size, screen positions etc. These 
constants are defined in one include file. Advantage is that if somebody, for example, wants to change the 
color of the control rods, he only needs to do that once: in include file "HOR__CNS.IHC". Constants are 
subdivided in several categories: 

Reactor constants: 

INTEGER * 2 

REAL * 4 
REAL * 4 
REAL * 4 
CHARACTER * (*) 

Ncx, Ncy 

Ex, Ey 
BuRatio 
EpO 
CtrlPos 

Core dimensions: number of elements in core in horizontal 
and vertical directions 
Element dimensions in cm 
Bumup ratio (MWd/Tonne %) 
Produced energy for first (dummy) step 
String with possible positions for control rods: "C3C5E3E5" 

Screen layout: 

REAL 
REAL 

REAL 
INTEGER 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

REAL 

REAL 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

REAL 
REAL 

REAL 

REAL 

* 8 
* 8 

* 8 
* 2 

* 8 
* 8 
* 8 
* 8 

* 8 

* 8 

* 8 

* 8 
* 8 
* 8 
* 8 

* 8 

* 8 

* 8 

* 8 

BarWidth Width of scroll bar 
Xb 1 Left edge of scroll bar. Upper and lower edge are equal to Ysu 

and Ysu+Nsy*Sy, right edge is determined by Xbl+BarWidth 
BWdth Border width of map 
Nax, Nsy Number of elements in storage in horizontal and vertical 

directions 
Xc 1 , Ycu Position of upper left corner core (world coordinates) 
XB 1 , Ysu Position of upper left corner storage (world coordinates) 
Sx, Sy Size of element edges 
T l x , Tly Offset position first letter of grid position relative to upper left 

comer of position. 
T2x, T2y Offset middle of element name relative to upper left corner of 

element. 
T3x, T3y Offset middle of bumup value relative to upper left corner of 

element. 
Tmlx, Tinly Offset main screen text 1 relative to upper left screen corner 
Tm2x, Tm2y Offset main screen text 2 relative to upper left screen corner 
Tm3x, Tm3y Offset main screen text 3 relative to upper left screen corner 
Tm4x, Tm4y Offset main screen text 4 relative to upper left screen comer 
Xcenter , 
Ycenter Center position of logo 
S c a l e Logo scale factor 
T e l x , Tc2x Horizontal offsets first and second calculate jcreen text, 

relative to upper left screen comer 
Tcy vertical offset calculate screen text, relative to upper left 

screen comer 
Tc 1 i n e Line height calculate screen text. 

8 
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Commands for selecting fonts {format 

CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER * ( • ) 
CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER • ( • ) 
CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER * (*) 
CHARACTER * (*) 

Data file units: 

INTEGER * 2 

INTEGER * 2 
INTEGER * 2 
INTEGER * 2 

Dat file names: 

SlctHeader 
SletSub1 
SlctSub2 
SlctMap 
SlctMenu 
S le tBu t ton 
S lc tDia log 
SletBar 
SletPopup 
S l c t C a l c 

ADD Unit 

LibUnit 
CyUnit 
McracUnit 

" f font aaaa'hym"): 

Command for selecting main screen font 
Command for selecting main screen font 
Command for selecting main screen font 
Command for selecting map font: 
Command for selecting menu font: 
Command for selecting button font: 
Command for selecting dialog box font: 
Command for selecting status bar font: 
Command for selecting popup window font: 
Command for selecting calculation screen 

Unit for MCRAC reading ADD file. 0. 5 or 6: ADD included 
in standard input 
Unit of reactor element data file 
Unit of cycle configuration file 
Unit for Mcrac input/output file 

CHARACTER * {*) InputFile 
CHARACTER * (*) OutputFile 
CHARACTER * (*) ADDfile 

Name of MCRAC input file 
Name of MCRAC output file 
Name of ADD file. 

ADD file constants: 

INTEGER * 2 
INTEGER * 2 
INTEGER * 2 

BurnUpDecks 
ControlDecks 
ReflectorDecks 

INTEGER * 2 ADD segments 

Number of bumup ADD decks 
Number of burnup ADD decks for control rods 
Number of reflector ADD decks 
Sum of number of segments in all ADD decks 

Printer: 

INTEGER * 2 Nprint 

INTEGER * 2 PrintUnit 

Maximum number of optional printers (related to maximum 
number of menu options) 
Unit for pattet n printing 

Memory sizes: 

INTEGER * 2 TableSizc Size of element table array. 

Error codes: 

These error values are the values that are returned by functions throughout the whole program. They are 
subdivided in three categories: "No error", "non-fatal error" and "fatal error". 
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No error (these are system values that should not be changed): 

INTEGER * 2 CMC, 
EndOfFi le 

0 
- 1 

NoB-Aul errors: 

INTEGER • 2 NonFatal, 

OutOfMeaory, 
CycleMotD«fined, 
LibOpenError, 
FileOpenError, 
TeapCreateError, 
LibCloaeError, 
FileCloaeError, 
TeapcloaeError, 
Liblnvalid, 

Filelnconuiatent, 
LibReadError, 
FileReadError, 
FileWriteError, 
lICRAC SpawnError, 
MCRAC IOError, 

MCRAC CalcError, 

MCRAC GeneralError, 

TempppenError, 
TempReadError, 
TeapDeletaBrror, 
Printer!ileError 

Global non fatal error code 
Requested memory not available 
Current cycle not defined for editing or calculating 
Cant open dement library 
Can't open configuration fik 
Cant create temporary MCRAC input file 
Cant dose element horary 
Cant close configuration file 
Cant dose temporary MCRAC itput file 
Invalid library: contains no fresh ekniett dummy or contains 
only fresh dement dummy 
ConfigoiMion file does not correspond with element library 
Error reading library 
Error reading configuration file 
Error writing configuration file 
Error spawning MCRACIRI.EXE (not enough memory) 
Error reading or writing file while executing 
MCRACIRI.EXE. In general, this concerns the ADD file. 
MCRAC calculation aborted doe to errors (e.g. division by 
zero) 
Unknown .ror while running MCRACDU.EXE (all other 
errors) 
Error opening temporary MCRAC output file. 
Error reading temporary MCRAC output file. 
Error deleting temporary MCRAC output file. 
Error reading printer data 

Colors (general): 

For VGA screens in 16 color mode, a color palette is used for defimug colors: An array of 16 integers is filled 
with color definitions. Default is used: 

Index Color Index Color 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

BLACK 
BLUE 
GREEN 
CYAN 
RED 
MAGENTA 
BROWN 
WHITE 

8 GRAY 
9 LIGHT BLUE 
10 LIGHT GREEN 
11 LIGHT CYAN 
12 LIGHT RED 
13 LIGHT MAGENTA 
14 YELLOW 
15 BRIGHT WHITE 

FGRAPH.FD defines constants for the color values: 
$<color> = OObbbbbbOOggggggOOrrmr (24 bits, 3 byte*' 

10 
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To be independent from these color values, new mnemonics are defined: 

INTEGER * 2 Black, 
Blue, 
Green, 
Cyan, 
Red, 
Magenta, 
Brown, 
White, 
Gray, 
Light blue, 
Light green, 
Light cyan. 
Light red. 
Light magenta, 
Yellow, 
Bright white 

Colors (specific): 

INTEGER Baekclr, 
BarClr, 
BarTClr, 
LogoClr, 
MainTClr, 
CalcTClr, 
HapClr, 
KapTlClr, 
MapT2Clr, 
MapT3Clr, 
BtClr, 
BtTClr, 
BtShine, 
BtShadow, 
BoxClr, 
BoxTClr, 
BoxShine, 
BoxShadow, 
MenuNormal, 
MenuTNormal, 
HenuHighLight, 
MenuTHighLight, 
MenuBorder, 
D^clr, 
c^clr, 
R_clr, 
B_clr, 
WindowBack, 
WindowBorder, 
WindowText 

Overall back ground color index 
Status bar color 
Status bar text color 
Color index of logo 
Text color for main screen 
Text color for calculation screen 
Color index of map lines 
Color index of element position text 
ro1or index of element name text 
Color index of element burning text 
Button color index 
Button text color index 
Button shine color index 
Button shadow color index 
Box color index 
Box text color index 
Box shine color index 
Box shadow color index 
Menu background color 
Menu text color 
Menu highlighted background color 
Menu highlighted text color 
Menu border color 
Color of fuel element 
color of control element 
color of BeO element 
color of Be element 
Window background color 
Window border color 
Window text color 

Safety analyses: 

INTEGER *2 Analyses Number of safety analyses to do (two for all up and all down, 
plus six for all combinations of two up, two down) 

11 
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B.2. Global variables 

Scroll bar 

RECORD /ExtBarData/ Bar Scroll bar data (sec documentation INTERACT. FI) 

Dialogue boxes: 

RECORD /BoxData/ GRealBox(Nrealbox) , Arrays with dialogue box data. 
GIntBox (Nintbox) 

Screen buttons: 

There are four sets of buttons: 

• Main screen buttons 
. Configuration screen buttons 
. Global data screen buttons 
• Calculate buttons 

RECORD /BtData/ MainButtonB (Nraain), 
ConfigButtonsJNconfig), 
GlobalButtonaj Nglobal), 
CalcButtons (Ncalc) 

RECORD /BtSetData/ MainSet, 
ConfigSe 
GlobalSe 
calcSet 

Cycle data: 

CHARACTER * 70 ElLibName, 
CyFileName 

INTEGER * 2 Cycle 

Calculation values: 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 

INTEGER 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

2 
2 
2 

2 

Rl, Rr, Rt, Rb 
Buckling 
U235Amount 
Eproduced 
PowerLevel 

xml , Xmr 
Ymt , Ymb 
Xfflpc, Ympc 

Nataps 

t , 
t , 

Element library name 
Cycle configuration file name 
Cycle number 

Reflector size around core (en): Left, right, top, bottom 
Reactor axial buckling (1/cmy) 
Amount of 3MU loaded (g) 
Produced energy (MWd) 
Reactor power level (MW) 

Number of free "mesh columns" left and right of core 
Number of free "mesh rows" at top and bottom of core 
Number of mesh points per composition in X and Y 
directions 
number of burnup steps 
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Menu data: 

RECORD /RHenu/ Menu [FAR] (0:3) 

Printer data: 

INTEGER * 2 PrinterHo Current printer number 

CHARACTER * 50 I n i t S t r i n g ( N p r i n t ) Initialization strings for all printers 
INTEGER * 2 ILength (Nprint) Initialization string length 
INTEGER * 2 LLength < Nprint ) Length of printer line in characters 

System values: 

REAL * 8 MaxWX, MaxWY 

INTEGER * 2 MaxX, MaxY 

INTEGER * 4 EllmSize 
INTEGER * 2 BarHeight 

Normalized real maximum values: 
MaxWX = 100.0 * MaxXMaxY 
MaxWY = 100.0 * MaxY/MaxY = 100.0 
Integer maximum values for X and Y (number of pixels in X 
and Y direction) 
Size of element image (bytes) for storing in buffers. 
Height of status bar at bottom of screen in pixels 

B.3. Functions and subroutines 

The HORECA program is roughly divided in ten parts and thus divided in ten files: 

. HORECA.FOR 

. HOR_CALC.FOR 

. HOR~CYCL.FOR 

. HOR_ERR.FOR 

. HOR~EXIT.FOR 

. HOR_GL.OB.FOR 
• HORJWIT.FOR 
. HORJiENU.FOR 
• HOR_SCRN.FOR 
. HOR PRN.FOR 

The main program 
The calculation preparation modules 
The configuration edit routines 
The error routines 
The exit routines 
The global data manipulation routines 
The initialization routines 
The menu routines 
The screen routines 
The print routines 

In the following, an overview is made of all functions and subroutines, including a small description of its 
purpose. Furthermore, extensive use is made of the libraries DOSH.LIB and INTERACT.LIB. For 
information on these libraries, refer to the library documentation. 

HORECA.FOR 

HORECA 
AwaitEvents 

(Main program) 
(SUBROUTINE) Contains main loop, from where all actions are started. 

HOR..CYCL.FOR 

External: 

ChangcFileNama 
Copycycle 

(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 

DumpTabU (FUNCTION) 
E d i t C o n f i g u r a t i o n (FUNCTION) 

Changes file name 
Copies configuration current cycle to other cycle. Sets current 
cycle number to destination cycle number 
Writes element table to library 
Changes cycle configuration 
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FindElement 
GetCycle 
ReadDataFi les 

(FUNCTION) Looks up element in table 
(FUNCTION) Dialogue box for changing cycle number 
(FUNCTION) Opens data files, reads reactor assembly data, stores in 

element table 

Internal: 

BuildTable 
CheckOrag 
CIearCore 
CyclsWindow 
ElementToCore 
EleraentToStock 
PillDragBuffers 
GridToWorld 
MoveElement 
OpenLibrary 
OpenCyclePile 
PixelToGrid 

(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 
(SUBROUTINE) 

ReadLibraryElement (FUNCTION) 
SortTable 
WorldToGrid 

HOR.CALC.FOR 

External: 

c a l c u l a t e 

Internal: 

AnalyseOne 
BurnupAnalysis 
CardGroupl 
CardGroup2 
CardGroup3 
CardGroup4 
CardGroup5 
cardGroup6 
CardGroup7 
CardGroup8 
CardGroup9 
CardGrouplO 
CardGroupl1 
CardGroupl2 
CardGroupl3 
CardGroupl4 
CardGroupl8 
CardGroupl9 
CardGroup20 
CardGroup21 

(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 

(FUNCTION) 

(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 

CreateBurnupOutput (FUNCTION) 
CreateMcracInput 
GetKeff 
McracButtona 

OpenTemplnput 

(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 
(FUNCTION) 

(FUNCTION) 

Builds element table 
Checks and handles dragging of assemblies. 
Clears core. 
Displays cycle number edit window 
Moves an element within core or from stock to core 
Moves an element from core to stock 
Fills drag buffers before dragging 
Converts core or stock position to (WX, WY)-position 
Drags element 
Opens element library file 
Opens cycle configuration file 
Converts (X, Y)-position to core or stock position 
Read element from library 
Sorts element table 
Converts (WX, WY)-position to core or stock position 

Actual MCRAC calculation 

Executes MCRAC for one safety analysis 
Executes MCRAC for burnup analysis 
Writes card for card group 1 
Writes card for card group 2 
Writes card for card group 3: cycle title card 
Writes card for card group 4: cycle fuel card 
Writes card for card group 5: cycle depletion card 
Writes card for card group 6: printing option card 
Writes card for card group 7: power map card 
Writes card for card group 8: Alphanumeric ID card 
Writes card for card group 9: Power limit card 
Writes card for card group 10: Cumulative burnup card 
Writes card for card group 11: X mesh specification card 
Writes card for card group 12: Y mesh specification card 
Writes card for card grew 13: Mesh overlay card 
Writes card for card group 14: Batch number card 
Writes cards for card group 18: Step length card 
Writes cards for card group 19; Boron letdown schedule card 
Writes cards for card group 20: Axial buckling card 
Writes card for card group 21: ADD id card 
Creates HORECA output from MCRAC output 
Creates MCRAC input file 
Retrieves K-cfTective for first step from MCRAC output file. 
Displays window with buttons for calculation and allows user 
to choose. 
Opens temporary input file. 
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OpenTempOutput 
ProcessFile 

RunMCRAC 
safety-Analysis 

(FUNCTION) Opens temporary MCRAC output file. 
(FUNCTION) Extracts data from MCRAC output file and writes 

configuration combined with data to printer 
(FUNCTION) Spawns MCRAC with correct command line arguments 
(FUNCTION) Executes MCRAC for S control rod combination safety 

analyses 

HOR.GLOB.FOR 

External: 

GlobalWindow 

Internal: 

EditlntGlobal 

EditRealGlobal 
GlobalDefaults 

(FUNCTION) Displays global values window 

(SUBROUTINE) Edits integer value dialogue box 
(SUBROUTINE) Edits real value dialogue boxes 
(SUBROUTINE) Sets defæilt values for reactor globals 

HOR.PRN.PRN 

External: 

In i tPr in ters (FUNCTION) Reads printer data from file 
PrintConfiguration (SUBROUTINE) Prints configuration. 
SetPrinter (SUBROUTINE) Sets new printer number. 

Internal: 

PluahPr inter (SUBROUTINE) Rushes network printer buffer 

HOR.MENUS.FOR 

CheckMenus (FUNCTION) Checks if menu structure is activated and executes menu 
commands 

HOR.SCRN.FOR 

External: 

DrawCalcScreen 

DrawCore 

DrawLcgo 
DrawHainScreen 
DrawConfiguration 
DrawStatusBar 
DrawStoek 
HORgrid 
OnaElement 

(SUBROUTINE) 

(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 

Draws configuration for current cycle as a background to 
calculations. 
Draws all core elements on screen. 
Draws IRI logo. 
Draws main screen. 
Draws the configuration screen 
Draws status bar 
Draws all stock elements on screen. 
Draws map of HOR kernel 
Draws one element 
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HOR_ERR.FOR 

HorecaError 

HorecaFatal 

(SUBROUTINE) 

(SUBROUTINF) 

Displays pop up window with error message. Resets error 
value because it's not fatal. 
Executed after graphics mode is left: Program stopped due to 
fatal error. Writes error message screen. 

HORJNIT.FOR 

External: 

InitHoreca 

Internal: 

CommandL ine 
InitButtonsAndBar 
InitCycle 

InitDialogOata 
InitFonts 
InitHenus 
InitScreen 
InitValues 
MenuData 

(FUNCTION) Initializes various th >gs for HORECA 

(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 

(SUBROUTINE) 
(FUNCTION) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(SUBROUTINE) 
(BLOCK DATA) 

Interprets command line arguments 
Initializes buttons 
Initializes cycle info (library and file name, cycle number) 
from command line 
Initializes data for dialogue boxes. 
Initializes various fonts 
Initializes menus. 
Initializes screen. 
Initializes dependent global values 
Initial data for menus 

HOR_EXIT.FOR 

External: 

ExitHoreca (SUBROUTINE) Clears loose ends: sets original screen mode, switches mouse 
of etc. 
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